Quality assessment of healthcare databases
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ABSTRACT

The assessment of data quality and suitability plays an important role in improving the validity and generalisability of the results of studies based on secondary use of health databases. The availability of more and more updated and valid information on data quality and suitability provides data users and researchers an useful tool to optimize their activities.

In this paper, we have summarized and synthesized the main aspects of Data Quality Assessment (DQA) applied in the field of secondary use of healthcare databases, with the aim of drawing attention to the critical aspects having to be considered and developed for improving the correct and effective use of secondary sources.

Four developing features are identified: standardizing DQA methods, reporting DQA methods and results, synergy between data managers and data users, role of Institutions. Interdisciplinarity, multi-professionality and connection between government institutions, regulatory bodies, universities and the scientific community will provide the “toolbox” for i) developing standardized and shared DQA methods for health databases, ii) defining the best strategies for disseminating DQA information and results.
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INTRODUCTION

Healthcare utilization databases (HUDs), and other secondary data sources, are being used more frequently in observational studies to estimate the burden of disease and to assess health care interventions worldwide. Their increased popularity, as a research tool, can be attributed to the large patient populations they cover, the continuity of data provision over time, low cost, timely availability, and applicability for studying real world clinical practice.

It is equally accepted that randomized controlled clinical trials (RCTs), although universally recognised as the most robust “evidence generators”, are inadequate for guiding the decision making process since they are intrinsically unsuited to capture and assess the impact of treatments in routine clinical practice. Complexity of treatment regimens, demographic and clinical heterogeneity of patients receiving treatments, and the long time frame of many treatments, explain the gap between the evidence generated in the controlled, but artificial, setting of RCTs.
and its actual impact in the real world [1, 2].

Comparative effectiveness research and translational research look at secondary data sources as a useful tool for improving the usability of studies results for public health and health policy.

Countries and government-funded public health agencies use HUDs for building core indicators for monitoring and assessing changes over time in health status, health determinants and health systems [3, 4]. Core health indicators can be defined as a set of measures (direct or indirect) of health status, determinants and care, changing over time along with health status, determinants and care changes. Core indicators are also useful for international comparisons at metanational level; well-known sets of core health indicators are the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 2015 for the United Nations member states [5] and the European Core Health Indicators for member countries of the European Union [6].

The proliferation and use of electronic health record databases (EHRDs) in the clinical setting provides a rich secondary source of clinical data that can be used to support research on patient outcomes, comparative effectiveness, and health systems research. Particularly, reusing EHRDs provides the distinct ability to study patients and interventions in actual clinical practice as they naturally occur [2], facilitating rapid translation of study findings back into practice.

Most research efforts now include EHRDs abstraction to support individual studies, or more generally to support aggregation of large volumes of data in disease specific registries or clinical data repositories [7].

There are, however, serious reasons to justify considerable scepticism towards the ability of HUDs and other secondary data sources to fulfil the requirements of clinical and translational research, and to be useful for building valid and reliable health indicators. This scepticism derives from the fact that HUDs are designed and maintained mainly for the purposes of managing claims for reimbursements for healthcare services, as well as of monitoring the rational use of healthcare [8].

The scope of EHRDs is the routine collection of clinical information in primary care or in specific disease settings (e.g. diabetes, cancer); routine clinical data are also collected for clinical and billing uses, not for research. Advantages and limitations of using healthcare databases in clinical research, monitoring and assessing quality of care are analysed and discussed by several Authors [9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

There are two strategies to improve the usefulness of healthcare databases as secondary data source: to guarantee high quality data and apply rigorous and standardized methodology for planning and conducting studies using healthcare databases.

High quality data are the prerequisite for better information, better decision-making and better population health; they improve and strengthen the application of standardized study methodology.

The knowledge of data quality level is one tool to help secondary data users to improve the validity and generalizability of study findings.

Data quality (DQ) is recognized as a complex, multi-dimensional concept concerning different information systems contexts and multi-disciplinary expertises. Data quality is context dependent, which means the same data elements or data sources may be deemed high quality for one use and poor quality for a different use [14, 15]. The current literature on DQ is inconsistent in the use of terms that describe the complex multidimensional aspects of DQ [16]: DQ assessment methodology is not standardized and not always effective [17, 18].

The secondary use of different types of healthcare data sources can entail new DQ dimension definitions and different DQ assessment methods.

In this paper we consider categories and management levels of healthcare databases, DQ dimensions and DQ assessment methods applied in the context of data sources secondary use. The aim is to pinpoint the key elements needed to use DQ assessment to improve the validity and generalizability of studies based on secondary use of healthcare databases.

THE GENERATION OF HEALTHCARE DATABASES

Healthcare databases can be classified into four broad categories:

A. those that collect information for administrative purposes, such as the payment of health services and/or monitoring the health service supply, denoted as administrative or healthcare utilization databases (HUDs) [9].
B. those that collect all personal health information belonging to an individual, e.g. the patient’s medical records used by practitioners tracking health information on their patients, denoted as electronic health or medical record databases (EHRDs) [19, 20].
C. those that collect information for both epidemiological and clinical purposes on patients diagnosed with a disease or other health-relevant condition, or undergoing a particular procedure or therapy, or using a health care service; population-based disease registries, hospital-based disease registries and clinical quality registries are included in this category [21, 22, 23].
D. those that collect information for epidemiological purposes on population’s health and life styles; health examination surveys (HES) and health interview surveys (HIS) are included in this category [24, 25].

Although the main dimensions of the data quality
levels of data management

HUDs are generated at different hierarchical levels reflecting the healthcare system organization and the health information system structure, including the modalities to transfer data between levels; the hierarchical levels can be the hospital or the healthcare unit, region, country.

At the lower hierarchical level HUDs contain information on the persons accessing a specific health care provider, e.g., an hospital; at the upper two levels HDDs include data from all health care providers in a region or in a country and provide information on the people accessing any health service provider in their geographic or administrative area of residence.

The quality control of recorded data is carried out at each hierarchical level; the upper levels (region, country) also perform the quality control of data flows between the levels.

EHRDs are generated by practitioners representing the lower hierarchical level; each general practitioner or specialist is responsible of the EHRD of own patients, including data quality control.

To support research and comparative effectiveness research, Practitioners’ HERD Networks and Central Data Warehouses have been developed; these data sources are also used for peer-comparing of healthcare performance to improve the patient care quality, e.g. reducing the incidence of medical errors, and at improving adherence to guidelines [30-35]. In this upper hierarchical level of data management, data partners (lower level) maintain control of own databases and their uses, and perform data quality control; a coordinating centre of data partners is the second level for data quality assessment. The coordinating centre harmonizes and distributes standard procedures for collecting and registering data and for data quality control; central data quality checking procedures are also implemented.

A strong collaborative relationship between members of the coordinating centre and individual partners is essential for identifying and correcting data errors [36].

HEALTHCARE DATABASES QUALITY DIMENSIONS

Data quality has been defined as the capability of data to be used effectively, economically and rapidly to inform and evaluate decisions [18].

DQ is multi-dimensional, going beyond record-level accuracy to include such factors as accessibility, relevance, timeliness, metadata, documentation, user capabilities and expectations, cost and context-specific domain knowledge.

Defining DQ dimensions is the first step of DQ assessment process and helps addressing actions to improve DQ. Karr and Chen proposed to group the numerous data quality dimensions described in literature in three hyperdimensions, “data collection process”, “data” and “data use” [17-18].

The dimension of “data collection process” refers to the generation, assembly, description and maintenance of data. The dimension of “data” focuses on data values or data schemas at record/table level or database level. The dimension of “data use”, related to use and user, is the degree and manner in which data are used [17]. This approach has provided an exhaustive perspective to assess DQ quantitatively and qualitatively.

Data quality assessment methods are generally based on the measurement theory which links data attributes to concrete measures. Each dimension of data quality consists of a set of attributes. Each attribute characterizes a specific data quality requirement, thereby offering the standard for data quality assessment. Each attribute can be measured by different methods; therefore, there is variability in methods...
A feasible description of the data quality hyperdimensions are shown in Table 1. The reported definition of attributes describes the fundamental data quality features considered by most authors, even if named and classified differently. These features represent the information on the DQ necessary to optimize the choice and use of secondary sources. The reported associations between the attribute name and definition are the most used associations in DQ literature. We will refer to the contents of Table 1 below.

In the recent years, a number of reviews have been carried out to describe and compare methods for assessing data quality [17, 39-42]. The same concepts of data quality and the same variability in the definition of dimensions, attributes and measurements between different studies on HUDs or EHRDs were found.

Chen et al. [17] performed the review using the DQ hyperdimension framework and found that the three above-mentioned hyperdimensions were not given the same weight across the reviewed studies; the dimension of “data use” and the dimension of “data collection process” didn’t receive adequate attention. Authors suggest this poor attention might reflect a lack of standardization and consensus on the definitions of dimensions, attributes and measures used in data quality assessment.

All authors of the reviews observed a high inconsistency of the terminology used in the reviewed studies. Completeness, accuracy, and timeliness were the three most-assessed attributes for both HUDs and EHRDs. Some studies represented completeness as the percentage of blank or unknown data, not zero/missing, or proportion of filling in all data in the facility report form; other studies measured completeness of data by the percentage of health facilities that completed data reports. The correspondence between data value in the database and right value was defined as “accuracy” or “validity” or “correctness” or “completeness” in the different reviewed studies. The fall of data value in exogenously defined and domain-knowledge dependent set of values was defined “validity”, or “plausibility”, or “attribute domain constraints”. The availability of recorded data within a reasonable period of time following measurement was defined “timeliness” or “currency”.

Inconsistent use of terms to describe DQ features makes it difficult to understand when similar or different DQ features are being discussed and compared.
DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT

Data quality assessment (DQA) methods relate data quality attributes to measurable items (measurements) which can be calculated exactly; e.g. the ratio of total number of missing values to the total number of records in a database can be a measurement related to the attribute “completeness”.

Data quality attributes and corresponding measurements need to be precisely defined in the reports of DQA results.

In the healthcare databases quality assessment process we can identify 3 different sequential stages depending on the use of data.

DQA - stage 1

The database is evaluated using a “fit-for-main use” perspective, without considering the potential relations with other databases. Attributes of the three quality hyperdimensions (Table 1) are routinely measured at the lowest hierarchical levels of data management, except accessibility, joinability, relational integrity and integrability. The evaluation is performed considering the main use for which the informative flow was activated. For example, the accuracy and validity assessment of the discharge diagnosis is mandatory in the HUD aimed at monitoring the resources absorbed by hospital services; if it is necessary to measure the burden of a specific disease

TABLE 1. Dimensions, attribute and measurements of healthcare databases quality: a non-exhaustive portrayal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HYPERDIMENSION</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data collection process</td>
<td>metadata documentation; procedures for collecting, recording and transmitting data; information on DB’s structure and variables; quality data reports; confidentiality; security; training</td>
<td>Quality scores from questionnaire checklists of guidelines and procedures; Number and frequency of quality audit with staff and stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data (1)</td>
<td>Record level: Completeness, Accuracy, Validity, Consistency</td>
<td>Descriptive statistics, Frequency tables, Sensitivity and specificity indices, Concordance indices, Correlation coefficients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data use (2)</td>
<td>Database level: Identifiability, Joinability, Relational integrity</td>
<td>Number and trend of data requests; Number and trend of publications that used databases; Qualitative analysis and quantitative scores from user interviews; Presence of helpdesk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
DB= database
(1) Completeness: all fields of the record are filled;
Accuracy: the data value is the right value; accuracy is measured comparing the value in DB (e.g. hospital discharge diagnosis) and value from another source of information as gold standard (e.g. medical chart);
Validity: data value is defined be valid if it falls in exogenously defined and domain-knowledge dependent set of values; this definition include the agreement between data value and the pre-specified data format;
Consistency: it concerns the intrarelationship among variables in a DB; e.g. surgical intervention time must be precede discharge time; gender must be coherent with diagnosis;
Identifiability: each record in a database must have an unique identifier (primary key);
Joinability: the value that identifies the observation unit (e.g. patient) is the same in different databases (e.g. hospitalization DB, drug DB) including data related the observation unit (link key);
Relational integrity: it compares elements from one database to related elements in another database (e.g., every person identifier in the hospital DB must have a record in the vital statistics DB; two elements recording the same information for a single patient have the same value in different DBs).
(2) Physical and structural Accessibility: the data are available for secondary uses; are accessibility rules clear and public? Is the timing of the accessibility process declared and respected?
Integrability: DBs are designed to be integrated each other and procedure and tools for integration are used by database owner;
Relevance: the data in the DB are the data that users want; relevance may be change over time; a periodic feedback from users should be obtained;
Timeliness: the data have to be available in time for reaching the use aims; e.g. the healthcare performance assessment needs data on the healthcare that has been supplied close to the date of assessment;
Rectifiability: the establishment of procedures for users to request corrections or information on potential data anomalies.
on hospital and pharmaceutical care, joinability will be able to be occasionally assessed in the same database.

The “fit-for-main use” DQA approach may also produce different quality degrees among recorded data; to give an example, we consider the HUDs designed and maintained mainly for the administrative purposes, as the reimbursements for provided healthcare services. In these HUDs, different levels of completeness can be accepted for the main diagnosis of discharge and the educational level, considering the last one is not included in the algorithm to classify hospital admission on the basis of the hospital resources consuming.

When more than one level of data management are involved, different DQ attributes are measured and different tools are used at each level. Accuracy is measured at the lowest hierarchical level, e.g. the hospital for HUD or the physician for EHRD, comparing the value in the DB (for example diagnosis of hospital discharge) with the value of another source of information considered as a gold standard (e.g. patient’s chart). A random sample of records is used in the comparison with the gold standard. At upper hierarchical levels, the accuracy assessment rules are defined including sampling criteria and timing; the adherence to the rules is controlled in order to harmonize DQ of the databases stored at the lowest level.

At the upper hierarchical levels specific guidelines to control syntactic and semantic variability among the same databases managed in different sites, e.g. hospitals, are also provided.

Syntactic variability is an aspect of validity; it concerns data variability across databases caused by differences in the representation of data elements as format and units, and in the data position within the record. For example, body weight may be recorded and stored in different locations within a DB and in different formats or units. Semantic variability is an aspect of relational integrity of databases and concerns data variability caused by differences in the meaning of data elements. Differences in data collection, extraction methods, or measurement protocols across databases can result in semantic variability; for example, failure to distinguish between fasting and random blood glucose, finger-stick or venepuncture sampling, or serum or plasma measurements would result in glucose values that do not represent the same concept [40].

In the HUDs context, an interactive feedback among the hierarchical levels is needed. The upper level, e.g. Ministry of health or national Agency for health information systems, provides lower levels with lists of controls and results of application of them. Central controls can cause an immediate action, e.g. the automatic refusal to include a record because it contains non-valid values, or warning messages on consistency of the recorded information; in addition, tables with descriptive statistics and other quality attribute measurements are provided at the lower hierarchical levels after the inclusion of records in the national database.

In order to ensure the alignment between the databases managed by the various hierarchical levels, the corrections of the anomalies detected by the central control (e.g. regional agency) are only performed at the level of data production (e.g. hospital).

In the EHRDs contest the DQ variability within and between DBs may be higher than HUDs context; electronic health record data are gathered during routine practice by individuals with a wide range of backgrounds and with different levels of commitment to data quality. Differences in measurement, recording, information systems, and clinical focus, increase the variability of electronic health record data quality and of DQA methods applied at the lowest hierarchical level (e.g. the practitioner) [16, 20, 39].

EHRDs networks have a strategic role in developing and making available shared standardized DQA methods and tools, not only for assessing data quality in secondary use of EHRDs but also in DQA-stage 1.

**DQA-stage 2**

The stage 2 is performed when the achievement of main-use goals requires aggregation of data on multiple sites or integration of different healthcare databases. Monitoring and assessing healthcare performance at national level require the comparison of indicators from regional or other territorial units HUDs; peer-comparing of healthcare performance e.g. to reduce the incidence of medical error and improve adherence to guideline by clinicians, needs to aggregate data from EHRDs.

The comparisons can bring out differences among healthcare providers, unexpected clinical patterns or inconsistency across sites, trends, and cross-variables relations; it’s needed to verify that this variability reflects true differences in healthcare performance or clinical practice and doesn’t depend on differences in data quality. In addition to the quality controls carried out in the DQA-stage 1, active clinical audit and feedback programmes involving physicians and data managers working at lower hierarchical level can be activated by the upper levels of data management both of HUDs an EHRDs [36, 43-44].

The integration of healthcare databases including different health data on the same person is essential in epidemiological and comparative effectiveness research and in the assessment of integrated care [12, 45, 46].

The joinability, relational integrity, and integrability of healthcare databases (Table 1) provide information on capability and quality of DBs. These attributes are measured at the hierarchical level of data management having the responsibility of the DBs integration. The definition and management of the link-key is the main operational aspect of the databases linkage; the procedures for creating a single anonymous identification code to be use as link-key in all the DBs to be linked can be different in each hierarchical level of data management.
The availability of guidelines or mandatory rules for anonymization procedures from the upper hierarchical level to the lower level can simplify the linking process and improve the quality of the DBs integration [47, 48]. In DQA-stage 2, the accessibility and the ease of use of these instructions are measurements of the attributes of quality hyperdimension “data collection process” (Table 1).

**DQA-stage 3**

The stage 3 is strictly related to the secondary use of healthcare databases in clinical, epidemiological, comparative effectiveness research and translational research.

Since healthcare databases are designed and maintained mainly for the purposes out of research tasks, it will be important to have a full understanding of the expendability and adequacy of an already-assembled dataset for testing the hypothesis of interest [40, 41, 49].

The HUDs may not include all the variables needed for the study; generally a HUD doesn’t contain information such as prescribed drug dosages, laboratory test findings, lifestyle, etc. In EHRDs simplified classification or categorical scale may be used for some variables as body mass index, glycaemia, disease severity. Misclassification of exposure and outcome may occur, or approximations and classificatory algorithms defining study cohorts and groups of cases and controls have to be applied [12, 13].

The adequacy to the objectives of the study of the attributes evaluated in DQA-stage 1 is also taken into account; for example, random distribution of missing data must be verified, because, if not verified, a misclassification bias will be able to occur.

Finally, study-specific data checks are performed. These checks investigate exposure, outcome, and covariates of interest in detail, to identify potential biases and methods to control their effects.

In DQA-stage 3 the database is evaluated using a “fit-for-study purpose” perspective and the data quality assessment seems more exactly a data suitability assessment (DSA) to be performed for each research task.

Several author reviewed clinical, evaluative and epidemiological HUDs-based studies, to evaluate the data quality assessment applied methods. The aim was to define and propose standardized methods and frameworks to evaluate suitability of HUDs as secondary sources for research [115]. The reviews showed large variability among different studies, not only in quality assessment methods but also in quality terminology; they underlined the difficulty of proposing standardized and validated protocol for DQA usable for all research questions [41].

DSA of healthcare databases is firmly related to the methodology for planning and conducting observational studies and for analyzing data. DSA definitions and methods come from methodological research aiming to identify and control the pitfalls of observational research when based on HUDs [50-53].

In the secondary-sources-based studies, all three DQA-stages are needed but only the DQA-stage 3 must be performed for each study; DQA-stage 1 and DQA-stage 2 have to be performed independently by secondary use of DB and their results should be disposable for researcher and all data users. If DQA stage 1 and stage 2 aren’t performed or their results aren’t shared, researcher will have to carry out all DQA stages for guaranteeing the validity and solidity of the study.

Data quality assessment is typically conducted “behind the scenes” and the results aren’t shared by public reports; some authors suggested to include information about the data quality approach and results as part of the standard comparative effectiveness research reporting template [36].

**DISCUSSION**

Data quality is an old-but-new problem; its dimensions, assessment methods and maintenance strategies change together with the development of new types of data collection, storage and use; modern research on DQ improvement is creating a large set of scientific, technological and process control challenges [18].

In recent years, the increasing use of healthcare utilization databases and other secondary data sources in medical research, and the possibility of interconnecting and aggregating different secondary sources of data, has reignited the attention towards the data quality dimensions and DQ assessment methods in healthcare and in medical research contexts.

While there is a general agreement on DQ multi-dimensional nature, there is no apparent consensus on definitions and measurements of data quality dimensions.

Health data quality domain is fragmented and concerns information technology, statistics, epidemiology and medicine.

In this paper, we have summarized and synthesized the mainly aspects of DQA applied in the field of secondary use of healthcare databases, with the aim of drawing attention to the critical aspects having to be considered and developed for improving the correct and effective use of secondary sources. The following four aspects should be considered and developed.

**Standardizing DQA methods**

The reviews of studies on quality measures and studies using secondary sources have shown high variability in the terminology and in the assessment methods. Several authors have proposed different frameworks aiming at harmonizing and standardizing terminology and methods, but this
strategy doesn’t seem to have solved the problem yet.

In the era of big data, which brings together new data sources with widely varying data characteristics, new DQ concepts, measures, and methods will emerge, resulting in expansion or revision of the current terminology and methodology [16].

The challenge is not so much the production of standardized lists of terms and indicators, but rather the definition and dissemination of a shared methodology aimed at assessing the quality of healthcare databases. All potential uses of healthcare databases should be considered in the definition of DQA methods.

Data quality is recognized as a multi-dimensional concept covering large information systems contexts, specific knowledge and multi-disciplinary techniques [14, 17, 18]. Biostatisticians, epidemiologists, biomedical computer scientists, data managers, should work together to define DQA methodology; scientific societies and universities can play an important role promoting interdisciplinary projects and targeted educational events.

Reporting DQA methods and results

Detailed documentation of the rationale for conducting the data quality assessment and the results of theses assessments is essential.

The organizations and institutions responsible for HUDs should disseminate the results of DQA-stage 1 and -stage 2 in periodic reports easily accessible on web. These reports should include the definition of quality dimensions and their attributes, DQA methods, the warning on changes over time in databases and in the data storage and extraction methodology. The results on the quality of data collection process should also be included, as well as the contact details of those responsible for the DQA.

Information on DQ and DQA could form a public and mandatory “data quality metadata dossier” for every HUD. The mandatory status should be guaranteed by Governmental Organizations and supported by the data users; if data sources with data quality metadata dossier are used, the efficiency of DQA-stage 3 and the speed of execution will be increased.

The same DQ metadata dossier can be also propose for EHRDs. If mandatory status cannot be applied, the EHRDs with DQ metadata dossier will be able to receive an accreditation by scientific societies and Governmental Organizations. This accreditation will be useful to address data users in the choice of data sources.

Disseminating and sharing these documents should also facilitate the harmonization of the definitions of dimension and attribute and the methods among data sources.

In the past years, literature on information science proposed the use of “data quality metadata tags” attached to every database. Information on data provenance, privacy permissions and restrictions, summary of values for a predefined standardized list of data quality measures should be included in these tags; informatics tools measuring data quality automatically could be developed [40].

Nevertheless experience has suggested a “one size fits all” set of data quality measures is not a solution [37]. Every data quality assessment plan is a compromise between time and resources and the desire for the highest possible data quality.

DQA-stage 1 and -stage 2 are closely related to technical, organizational, behavioral and environmental settings and sustainability of local routine health information system (for HUDs) or local especific clinical context (for EHRDs). Different data quality decisions can be made by database managers and programmers on the same data sources.

Assessing data quality is an ongoing effort requiring awareness of the application of the fundamental principles underlying the development of subjective and objective data quality measures in the specific context.

While the methods and results of DQA-stage 1 and -stage 2 are specific to each HUD and EHRD, the DQA-stage 3, called the Data Suitability Assessment (DSA), is specific and must be performed for each study based on use of secondary data sources.

The reporting of DSA in published studies using secondary sources is an important tool to evaluate and discuss strengths, weaknesses and generalizability of the studies [12, 36, 53].

Nevertheless this report is often inadequate or aimed at discussing some key aspects of the study objective; studies on the same research questions and using same secondary sources can use different terminology reporting DSA methods and results [53].

Creating a common format for DSA reporting in published studies would be beneficial, as researchers would be encouraged to provide complete information to make comparison of studies easier. The format should be comparable to the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) Statement [15, 54].

Synergy between data managers and data users

Data quality assessment is a continuous dynamic process; the main use and the secondary use of data sources suggest updates and integrations of the databases inducing new data quality challenges.

Databases users have a role to play in both providing feedback on data quality issues uncovered during the in-depth data analysis, and partnering with data managers on improving accessibility, relevance, timeliness and rectifiability (Table 1).

The organizations and institutions responsible for HUDs and for EHRDs networks should initiate audit processes with data users via web tools such as structured
Role of Institutions

Governmental institutions and regulatory bodies have particularly important roles to play in improving data quality and data quality assessment.

Regulation for DQA reports should be established; agreements protocols among HUDs provider, EHRDs owner and other non-health organizations should be developed to support and facilitate the interconnection among data sources.

More financial investment should be dedicated to data quality area; particular attention should be paid to identifying research funding for the development of data quality assessment methodology, also promoting initiatives calling for cooperation with private companies, for studies based on secondary use of healthcare databases.

In conclusion, the assessment of data quality and suitability plays an important role in improving the validity and generalisability of the results of studies based on secondary use of health databases. The availability of more and more updated and valid information on data quality and suitability provides to data users and to researchers a useful tool to optimize their activities.

Interdisciplinarity, multi-professionality and connection between government institutions, regulatory bodies, universities, and the scientific community will provide the “toolbox” for i) developing standardized and shared DQA methods for health databases, ii) defining the best strategies for disseminating DQA information and results.
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